We present PandionJ, a pedagogical debugger for Java with innovative features regarding how the program state information is presented to users. We consider aspects that are either not available or not fully automated in existing debuggers (pedagogical or not), such as illustration of the history of variable values and look-ahead of their future state. Our approach relies on static analysis of code in order to infer variable roles, relationships, and behavior. This information is used to render illustrations of program state that existing debuggers are not capable of providing without requiring additional user input.
MOTIVATION
We carried out a study with programming instructors that revealed illustration patterns in their explanations of program execution [6] . Many of these illustration patterns either have no representation or are not fully automated (i.e. additional user input is necessary) in existing pedagogical debuggers and animation tools (e.g., [1, [3] [4] [5] ). Further, despite the numerous pedagogical tools for program visualization that have been proposed, such tools are not widely used in teaching [2] . One the main reasons given by instructors is that they prefer to develop their own visualizations. Based on our study, we speculate that one of the possible justifications for this is that the illustrations developed by instructors (drawings or animations) tend to be considerably richer than the ones provided by the tools.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. Based on the assumption that the information drawn by programming instructors in their explanations is useful for student comprehension, we believe that a pedagogical debugger whose visualizations resemble those could be beneficial to the learning process. The goal of our approach is to incorporate in a debugger several illustration patterns used by programming instructors, automating them with the purpose of helping on programming education (debugging exercises, understanding runtime errors, comprehension of elementary algorithms).
DEBUGGING ENVIRONMENT
PandionJ consists of a view of debugger-provided information that renders the state of program variables in graphical way, taking into account variable information obtained from static analysis of the source code. Our proof-of-concept implementation supports Java and was built as a plugin for Eclipse, that integrates with its debugger infrastructure (see Figure 1 ).
The information provided by a debugger engine is simply a set of variable-values pairs held in call stack frames. In order to automatically render our illustrations (i.e., without relying on any additional information provided by users), we collect additional information about variables, related to their roles [5] (e.g., Gatherer, Stepper, Most-Wanted Holder), how they relate to other variables (e.g., an iterator for array indexes), and their behavior (e.g., constant, incrementer/decrementer). PandionJ performs static analysis of the code under execution in order to obtain such information. When illustrating program state, the variable values provided by the debugger are depicted according to the information extracted from the source analysis. The illustrations do not rely on any sort of source code annotations or naming conventions on the user code. To our knowledge, there are no pedagogical debuggers available that combine static analysis with runtime information in order to provide fully automated visualizations of program state.
Variables are segmented according to the active frames of the call stack. For each stack frame, values (variables of primitive type) are represented as name-value pairs, while references are connected to the objects (including arrays) they are pointing to (if not null). Value variables may be depicted differently according to their role in the method, its relationship with array variables, or predicted behavior. of the target array, while the trace of its previous values is visible (trailing dots). In the example, variable i is classified as such, given that it is only used to access positions of the array v. Parameters a and b are considered array index accessors, and are also represented next to the respective array positions. Although they are not used to access the array directly, they are used to initialize an iteration variable (i = a) and constrain its growth (i <= b).
Another tracing feature relates to Gatherer variables [5] , whose values result from a successive accumulation of values. In the example, variable sum is classified as such given that it is modified only through an accumulation instruction (+=). The tool displays the parcels that decompose the current value of the variable. Yet another case, not illustrated in the example, is when the variable is identified as a Most-Wanted Holder ă [5] , for which the tool displays an history of the successive values that were superseded by the newer ones.
Look-ahead. PandionJ features visualizations that anticipate variable behavior, in order to enable users to look-ahead the future state of the variable. Array index iterator variables may be classified as incrementers or decrementers if all the instructors that modify them are increments/decrements. In the example, variable i is classified as an incrementer, since its value only changes through the instruction i++. Using this information, the tool depicts a direction of the array iterator with an arrow pointing to the right/left (incremental/decremental). In addition to this classification, an array iterator might have an associated bound, which consists of an expression that constrains the upper/lower value of an array iterator. In the example, variable bis a (closed) bound for the incrementer variable i. We can also see variable i with a right-direction pointing to its bound (represented by the bar), which in this case is a variable (b), but it could be any side-effect-free expression.
Variables whose value never changes (so-called constants, or Fixed Valuesă [5] ) are also represented differently (grayed out), despite if they were explicitly programmed as such (using the final keyword in Java). In the example, the constants are the function parameters (also classified as array index accessors, as explained).
CONCLUSIONS
Notice that the four variables of the example function sum are all integers but have very different purposes in the function. Whereas a conventional debugger would render these equally in a list of name-value pairs, PandionJ depicts them differently according to their behavior. While our visualizations are similar in some ways to previous approaches, PandionJ has the advantage of not requiring any user input for rendering the illustrations as such. For instance, PlanAni [5] introduced different variable visualizations according to variable role, however the scripts have to be manually developed by instructors. jGRASP [1] renders arrays and iterators in a similar way as ours, but the bindings of iterators to arrays have to be manually defined by users and there is no representation of variable direction.
